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Executive  
Summary

Women business leaders in 
Africa are facing the climate 
crisis head on. It’s time to 
join them. As the impacts of 
the climate and ecological 
crises intensify - affecting the 
agricultural sector, disrupting 
supply chains, and deepening 
existing inequalities - women 
are building innovative 
enterprises which can not 
only withstand these shocks, 
but cascade positive impacts 
throughout their communities 
and natural environments. 

There is much to learn from 
women’s climate leadership. 

   African countries have some of the highest 
numbers of women entrepreneurs per 
capita in the world.1 The stories of women 
business leaders in Zambia, shared with 
The Rallying Cry, illustrate their capacity 
for climate and gender impact, while 
powerfully dismantling narratives which 
underestimate African women’s agency as 
transformative leaders. 

  Bupe Chipili Mulapesi, Sarah Ngwenya 
and Vaezi Chima have founded and scaled 
businesses which support women’s 
economic empowerment, climate 
adaptation and mitigation. 

   From innovative techniques for soil 
regeneration to building the capacity of 
women in their supply chains, women 
business leaders are demonstrating 
resilience and unwavering commitment to 
sustaining their businesses and supporting 
others in the face of challenges presented 
by climate change, economic shocks, and 
limited access to finance.  
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Investors have an untapped 
opportunity to finance climate 
action where it matters. 

  The agricultural sector is in need of 
transformation to address the climate 
crisis, yet it only receives 3% of climate 
finance.2 For investments in the space to 
be both resilient and impactful, investors 
need to recognise women business 
leaders’ lived-experience, knowledge and 
sustainable business models.

  The Rallying Cry’s enterprise mapping 
survey highlights the opportunities to 
invest in enterprises in Africa who share 
Bupe, Sarah and Vaezi’s commitment to 
climate and gender impact. Over 90% of 
the enterprises surveyed reported climate-
smart and sustainability practices, while 
over 80% indicatively meet 2X gender-
smart criteria.3

Our journey starts with 
reimagining a more inclusive 
financial system.

  Capital providers can take action to 
level the playing field. This starts with 
recognising the ways in which women’s 
needs and traditional financial priorities 
are misaligned. 

  Traditional forms of capital and investor 
reporting requirements are inaccessible, 
while inflexible processes and mindsets 
block opportunities, and contextual 
challenges faced by women entrepreneurs 
can further reduce access. 

  New financial instruments, inclusive 
reporting requirements, and holistic 
approaches to capacity building and growth 
can bridge existing finance gaps. 

  While listening to the voices of women 
business leaders, investors can learn from 
emerging examples of innovative financing, 
including indirect debt, blended finance, 
and intermediated capital. 

2

Photography: Ian Mcgrory
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Introduction

“I am now confident to stand 
up and speak, as I have been 
educated by many others. 
We need to pass on skills and 
knowledge to uplift everyone 
towards equality. We need more 
women to share their stories and 
journeys to encourage others.

I am trying to break the gender 
norms and stereotypes that keep 
women’s businesses small. To 
overcome the barriers, women 
need investment from people 
who understand and believe in 
them. Education and knowledge 
without money will lead me 
nowhere. Women need capital  
to grow.”

AWUOR DOROTHY OTIENO,  
NYALORE IMPACT, KENYA

The impacts of the climate and ecological crises on 
people and nature are becoming ever more visible. 
Across Africa, the effects of climate change on crucial 
sectors, such as agriculture, are deepening existing 
gender and socioeconomic inequalities. At the same time, 
the potential for investing in climate action has never 
been greater, while the innovative and inclusive solutions 
led by those already experiencing climate change on the 
African continent offer a pathway to transformation at a 
global scale. 

Set against this background of escalating urgency and 
opportunity, The Rallying Cry Call to Action report, 
published alongside COP26 in November 2021, 
highlighted the glaring finance gap between international 
capital providers and gender and climate smart 
agribusinesses in Africa. We raised a call to action for 
collective climate leadership: a new model of inclusive, 
collaborative, co-creative leadership led by diverse 
experiences, voices and vision. 

Prudence Muchinouta, one of the women business 
leaders in The Rallying Cry network, addressed senior 
global policymakers at the UK COP Presidency High 
Level Event on Gender at COP26. She raised a powerful 
rallying cry on behalf of all the African women “who 
are not here in the room”, calling upon the international 
finance community for investment in the millions of 
African women leading transformative, adaptive action 
on the front lines of climate change. 

A year on, our call to action remains the same while The 
Rallying Cry continues to evolve. Moving from analysis 
and engagement to implementation, we are finding new 
ways to bring women-led agribusinesses and capital 
together to grow and scale climate solutions. 

https://therallyingcry.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/The-Rallying-Cry_Call-to-Action-report_November2021-1.pdf
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Complex and intersectional challenges such as 
climate change and gender inequality require multi-
faceted solutions, through collaboration across 
the ecosystem. The Rallying Cry shines a spotlight 
on the role that African women play as providers 
of those solutions, and seeks to catalyse action to 
scale the transformation they are already leading. 

We are finding and surfacing inspiring 
opportunities at the small and medium enterprise 
(SME) level, with a focus on established enterprises 
with large supply chains or outgrower schemes. 
Their ask to us: “connect us to the capital required 
to further grow and scale our businesses.”

We are also engaging a range of established and 
emerging capital providers to better understand 
their objectives, requirements and challenges 
alongside a growing focus on gender, climate, and 
agribusiness. Their ask to us: “find us a pipeline 
of high-quality opportunities that match our 
commercial and/or impact objectives and are ready 
to absorb capital.”

Inspired and informed by the innovative and 
impactful solutions, resilience, and collaborative 
leadership of women business leaders in Africa, 
especially in our pilot countries of Zambia and 
Kenya, this report draws on findings from our 
engagement and research across the ecosystem to 
unveil new insights and opportunities for shifting 
capital.

To accelerate this shift, The Rallying Cry is bringing 
women business leaders and capital providers 
together, and engaging local implementation 
partners to ensure successful, high-impact deals 
suited to the African context. We are looking to 
design scalable, replicable projects and blueprints 
that can be adapted for a range of markets. This 
report highlights some of the opportunities we 
have found so far in Zambia, and what we’ll be 
implementing as next steps. It is representative 
of the early stages of our work bringing together 
diverse and inclusive stakeholder groups to meet, 
exchange knowledge and co-create solutions. 

About The Rallying Cry
The Rallying Cry occupies the spaces between investor silos, to identify  
and bridge the gaps, and convene voices for change. We amplify the wisdom, 
creativity, resourcefulness and intergenerational knowledge of women 
business leaders to inspire global change and drive real climate action. 

As we build strategic partnerships to bring women business leaders and 
investors together, we are creating the conditions for shifting capital, and 
catalysing the collaboration needed to enable a new model of inclusive  
and collective climate leadership. We are shifting narratives by elevating 
the voices of African women as innovators and agents of change, and 
engaging with different actors across the ecosystem.

Our work as a catalytic intermediary seeks to build on, enhance and 
complement the existing efforts of other organisations, initiatives  
and individuals in the space. The initiative is led, supported and  
resourced by an international collaborative of women  
business leaders and climate, gender, and development  
finance professionals and institutions. 
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A call to accelerate transformative action 
To accelerate and scale the climate and gender solutions being led by African women on 

the ground, we raise a call for urgent action from investors and across the ecosystem. The 
Rallying Cry flywheel represents a model for accelerating this cumulative change. Each 

“spoke” of the wheel is reinforced and amplified by the actions in the one that precedes it, 
catalysing further energy and support to sustain continued change and cumulative impact.

We invite international and local capital 
providers to be part of this journey to accelerate 
transformative action for climate, gender, 
and the future of our food system. To learn 
about the exciting range of impactful investment 
opportunities on the African continent, and listen 
to women business leaders’ lived experience of 
climate change and their adaptive solutions. We 
invite you to meet some of the women leading the 
gender and climate focused opportunities which 
we are carefully vetting and curating, and call on 
you to develop and deploy innovative financial 
vehicles tailored for different types of investees or 
intermediaries. 

We invite more women-led agribusinesses of 
Africa on this journey, to learn from the wisdom 
and experiences of other leaders, and to share your 
own. The Rallying Cry can walk beside you and 
help connect you to the right capital with the right 
providers. 

We invite everyone within the wider climate 
and development ecosystem on this journey to 
advance collaborative, inclusive leadership to drive 
capital shifts, measure impact, create enabling 
environments, and mobilise action to reform our 
food system commensurate with the scale and 
urgency required to address the climate crisis.

THE RALLYING CRY FLYWHEEL
Scaling local solutions to tackle global challenges

SCALING LOCAL 
EXPERTISE

Front line climate- and 
gender-smart enterprises 

grow and scale, inspire 
others, and deliver more 

and better mitigation and 
adaptation solutions

CATALYTIC  
CAPITAL

More international 
climate and development 

finance is channelled 
towards climate- and 

gender-smart enterprises

AGENTS OF CHANGE
Front line women business 

leaders gain recognition 
and influence with success 
stories and data from lived 

experiences

FROM FRONT LINES  
TO FOREFRONT

Global climate leadership 
involves more diverse voices 

which catalyse policy and 
funding commitments

The journey has already begun, will you join us? 
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“We have started training people at the farm so they 
can feed into our supply chain. We have a group 
of over 100 women entrepreneurs who are doing 
amazing things, with great ideas and businesses. They 
are on the verge of breaking into bigger spaces, but it’s 
all about getting the right tools. Our biggest challenge 
is how to share knowledge amongst our circle of 
experienced farmers and entrepreneurs; we need the 
structure, resources and space to circulate information 
about environmental practices and access to finance.” 

BUPE CHIPILI MULAPESI, FARM23 STRAWBERRY 

This chapter celebrates the 
innovative ways African women 
leaders are building impact-
driven enterprises against the 
odds. Their voices bring to life 
the commercial and impact 
case for investment, and serve 
as a powerful call to capital 
allocators to recognise the 
opportunity for transformation 
and inclusive growth.

Bupe Chipili Mulapesi 
training on quality 
assurance at Farm23 
Strawberry in Zambia

1. Women business leaders 
accelerating climate and 
gender impact
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1.1.  Investing at the nexus of gender and climate  

Internationally, there is growing interest in 
investing at the nexus of gender and climate.4 But 
what does this look like in the context of African 
women-led enterprises in agricultural value chains? 
Strategic investments in climate-smart agriculture 
and food businesses across the world will be 
essential to ensure food security and nutrition 
into the future. With demand for food expected 
to to rise by 50% globally by 2050, and up to 
300% across Africa,5 immediate action is needed 
to reduce land degradation and build climate 
resilience while enhancing the production of 
healthy food to meet growing demand. 

While climate finance has grown steadily to over 
USD 632 billion as of 2020,6 only 3% has been 
invested in agriculture.7 Despite the USD 15.6 
billion gap that women-led agribusinesses in Africa 
face,8 they offer not only a significant opportunity 
for investment in climate smart solutions, but 

also crucial leadership and adaptive responses 
that the world can learn from. Often drawing on 
traditional or Indigenous knowledge, these women 
are future-proofing their businesses and building 
resilient supply chains while regenerating the land 
and enhancing its ability to provide food for future 
generations. 

For capital providers looking to include longer term 
economic sustainability and growth beyond strictly 
financial returns, as well as impact across a variety 
of development indicators, investing in women-led 
agribusiness enterprises is a growing opportunity. 
Women business leaders are demonstrating the 
strength of their business models by identifying 
critical demand markets, innovative problem 
solving and inclusive approaches, resilience in 
overcoming challenges, and potential for scale by 
upskilling and bringing communities along with 
them.

7

Sarah Ngwenya 
of Kalomo Grain 
delivering training 
to producers in her 
supply chain in Zambia
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1.2. Learning from women’s climate 
leadership in Zambia: Bupe, Sarah and Vaezi
The Rallying Cry engages with enterprises rooted in a deep connection to the land, 
and sustainable or Indigenous values and knowledge nurtured over centuries. 

These are the voices of women business leaders from Zambia. Their enterprises 
have been operating for over three years, are generating profits, and each include 
over 800 women in their supply chains or outgrower schemes. Crucially, they are 
cascading exciting, innovative climate and gender outcomes that benefit whole 
communities and drive progress towards meeting UN Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs). The Rallying Cry is working to connect them to capital in the range  
of USD 250,000 to 2 million. 

Bupe Chipili Mulapesi 

Founder, Owner and CEO 
Farm23 Strawberry 

Sarah Ngwenya

Founder, Owner and CEO 
Kalomo Grain Marketing 
Limited (KGML)

Vaezi Chima

Co-founder and Owner 
Mushili Beans

ZAMBIA
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Bupe Chipili Mulapesi, Farm23 Strawberry 

Indicatively meets9 

“ I wanted to produce something 
that is healthy for humans and 
healthy for soil, so I tried to 
find ways to produce organic 
strawberries. It was a journey 
rooted in passion, determination 
and resilience that started 
with loving the land and soil. I 
have always tried to learn from 
people who are conscious of the 
environment on this journey, and 
now want to share my knowledge 
of organic growing with others. 

There is demand in Lusaka, 
we have farmers in our supply 
chain and a lot of clients with 
big orders, but we are not 
currently able to supply enough 
strawberries to meet them. If we 
can train more women farmers 
in rural areas, and expand hubs 
and transport in each province in 
Zambia, we can build our supply 
chains.

Our work inspires many people 
at the farm, and our visibility has 
helped the business grow. I’ve 
won awards from The Zambia 
Bureau of Standards for my 
products’ quality and community 
impact. I am excited to be part 
of The Rallying Cry and the 
potential for growth it holds for 
women entrepreneurs. It’s time 
for our voices to be heard.”

BUPE CHIPILI MULAPESI

Bupe uses a host of regenerative agricultural practices to both enhance 
the quality of her produce and reduce its environmental impacts. 
She uses drip irrigation for sustainable water consumption, and bio 
inputs rather than artificial fertilisers which restore and maintain soil 
health while producing naturally sweet strawberries. This includes a 
circular process of producing her own organic compost for farming 
and planting cherry tomatoes and green beans to deposit nitrogen 
naturally into the soil. Bupe’s outgrower scheme includes training for 
women farmers, including monthly visits and sample testing. 

The Rallying Cry is working with Bupe to identify key skills and gaps to 
align with growth targets, as well as helping her refine operations and 
her financial statements to enhance business decisions and investment 
conversations. We will provide leadership and coaching support, 
including around pitching, alongside connecting Bupe with exciting 
amplification opportunities. Crucially, we have recently connected her 
to an investment and will provide post-capital support to set up her 
new product line: organic dehydrated fruit.  

CLIMATE-SMART CRITERIA FOR:  2X GENDER-SMART CRITERIA FOR:

ADAPTATION  
& RESILIENCE  

MITIGATION  ENTREPRENEURSHIP  LEADERSHIP  EMPLOYMENT

Quality control and 
hand-packaging 
strawberries

9
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Sarah Ngwenya, Kalomo Grain Marketing Limited (KGML)

“Our vision is to become the largest 
women co-operative driven edible 
oils producer and processor in 
Southern Africa within the next 
decade, empowering the women 
while creating sustainable value 
chains and high-quality products. 
We want to enable women to 
become small-scale farmers 
and sell their own seed; we are 
already seeing women empowered 
economically this way. 

Climate and environmental 
sustainability are a top priority 
for us. We produce and distribute 
organically grown products, 
preserve Indigenous seed varieties, 
support soil regeneration by making 
soy livestock “cake”, as well as 
providing nutritious, sustainable 
food to local or disadvantaged 
communities. When the Ministry of 
Green Economy and Environment  
visited us for due diligence, they 
were amazed by how the women 
were working and preserving the 
ecosystem. They saw value in our 
collaboration with a third party 
competitor to process our cooking 
oil, without losing our intellectual 
property. If Africans can emulate 
our approach to collaboration, we 
can alleviate poverty. “

SARAH NGWENYA

ADAPTATION  
& RESILIENCE  

MITIGATION  ENTREPRENEURSHIP  LEADERSHIP  EMPLOYMENT

Indicatively meets10

Sarah’s business model supports women’s economic empowerment 
across her value chain. She provides women with seeds for small-
scale farming, and has integrated an equity structure into the 
business that benefits women smallholders. The business has over 
3500 outgrowers who are re-trained annually, enhancing climate-
smart knowledge transfer, and 4000 others are waiting to onboard. 
KGML enables both climate adaptation and climate mitigation 
through organic and regenerative agricultural practices, including 
selectively distributing legumes that are grown naturally to avoid 
the use of artificial fertilisers. On one of her sites in Mumbwa,  
Sarah has installed a fully functional solar grid system which 
produces more electricity than her operations require, creating an 
opportunity to share or sell the excess. 

The Rallying Cry will work with Sarah to prepare an action plan 
to streamline her business model, identifying areas to enhance 
delivery on gender and climate objectives, as well as supporting 
financial analysis for better decision-making and investor readiness. 
We will collaborate with Sarah to identify strategic partners to 
whom she can outsource key business activities,  build her core 
team, strengthen operational strategy and connect her to the right 
types of capital providers for further growth, scale and impact.

Sarah delivering 
training to producers 
in her supply chain

CLIMATE-SMART CRITERIA FOR:  2X GENDER-SMART CRITERIA FOR:

10
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Vaezi Chima, Mushili Beans

“As a female co-founder, I am proud that 
Mushili is established as an innovative 
impact brand which plays a role for women 
and climate change in the value chain. 
There is shared value and ownership by the 
consumers in the business.

Most of our local farmers use climate-
smart agriculture practices to make more 
money and preserve the soil, and we are 
looking to invest in more resilient seeds. 
With droughts, floods and changes to insect 
populations and behaviour, soil rotation 
practices also became key. A lot of charcoal 
is saved with pre-cooked beans instead of 
cooking them for eight hours. We know we 
are helping to reduce forest degradation 
as most of the firewood here is used as 
charcoal for heating and cooking. 

Last year, we sourced from 840 farmers, 
with over 65% of them being women. Our 
operations team is mainly women, and 
we employ women to sort and package 
beans on a part-time basis. Most rural bean 
farmers are women, but our survey found 
that women have less land than men, so 
cannot produce as much. Women often 
don’t have the title or collateral needed 
for a loan, and debt is a risk. We also set 
up a group to enable women to transition 
into agribusiness. Training farmers about 
the market for their products meant that 
women were able to sell their excess beans. 
This encouraged women to grow beans for 
the second cycle which they had not done 
before.”

VAEZI CHIMA

CLIMATE-SMART CRITERIA FOR:  2X GENDER-SMART CRITERIA FOR:

ADAPTATION  
& RESILIENCE  

MITIGATION  ENTREPRENEURSHIP  LEADERSHIP  CONSUMPTION

Indicatively meets11

Staff members
Credit: Mushili Beans

11

Vaezi’s business, Mushili Beans, produces nutritious and 
affordable beans which require less cooking time, thereby 
saving firewood and helping to reduce deforestation. She 
supports climate adaptation and mitigation efforts by 
ensuring that climate smart agriculture practices are used 
across the supply chain, including innovative soil rotation 
techniques and resilient seeds. 

The Rallying Cry is exploring opportunities with Vaezi 
to develop a new outgrower scheme to strengthen their 
supply chain while also distributing protein to areas heavily 
impacted by climate change that are experiencing local food 
scarcity.
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Women business leaders like Bupe, 
Sarah and Vaezi clearly demonstrate 
the impact and business cases for 
investment. Their ambitions are clear: 
all the women business leaders in the 
The Rallying Cry network, and over 
90% of the respondents in our 2021-
22 enterprise mapping survey, are 
looking for opportunities to scale their 
business operations. The next section 
will delve into these survey insights 
to illustrate the broader context and 
opportunities.

Photography: Arpit Rastogi
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1.3. The enterprise landscape: survey data and insights
We know there are thousands more agribusiness 
enterprises across Africa that are owned, led or 
founded by women entrepreneurs who put people 
and nature at the heart of their businesses. Yet a 
lack of data and visibility means these enterprises, 
and their ambitions and impact, are largely unseen 
and uncounted. To begin addressing this data and 
knowledge gap, The Rallying Cry surveyed over 
100 enterprises in agricultural value chains in 
2021-2022 - collaborating with local networks 
to reach African SMEs with limited visibility - to 

gain a better understanding of what women 
agribusiness leaders are doing. 

Based on a set of self-reported indicators drawn 
from credible and widely used frameworks,12 
more than 90% are implementing ecologically-
responsive and climate-smart practices,13 while 
over 80% of the enterprises surveyed14 indicatively 
meet one or more 2X criteria and can be 
considered gender-smart. 

The enterprise provides products and services 
aimed at improving the lives of women 48%

44%

34%

30%

% of enterprises indicatively meeting 2X aligned criteria

The enterprise is majority owned  
(51% or over) by one or more women

The enterprise has at least 40% female employees

The enterprise has over 25% of senior managers or 
at least 30% of people in the board who are women

CONSUMPTION 

ENTREPRENEURSHIP  
 

EMPLOYMENT

LEADERSHIP  

13

Entrepreneurship - the 2X criteria which has 
traditionally seen the lowest amount of capital 
mobilised globally15 - is emerging as an area 
where The Rallying Cry can surface investment 
opportunities on the African continent that have 
been overlooked or hard to find. This is important 
not only to address the (oft-cited) USD 42 billion 
gap16 that women face in Africa, and the USD 
15.6 billion gap for women-owned agribusiness 
SMEs17, but also because several African countries, 

including Zambia, have some of the highest 
numbers of women entrepreneurs per capita.18 

Alongside promoting gender equality in the 
workforce, supply chain and customer base, 
over 90% of the enterprises we surveyed are 
actively engaged in activities that support climate 
mitigation, adaptation and resilience.19 The chart 
below shows the range of climate-responsive and 
sustainable activities being implemented. 

THE RALLYING CRYTHE RALLYING CRY::  Accelerate Transformation
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Over 90% of the enterprises also reported 
activities that contribute to the Sustainable 
Development Goals, for example by supporting 
access to education, decent jobs or healthcare 
in their communities,20 as well as improved food 
security and nutrition. This reinforces research 
that has found women’s inclusion in climate 
adaptation can strengthen climate responses, 
gender equality, and security.21 

This survey was an initial attempt to begin 
addressing the knowledge and data gaps on the 
characteristics of hard-to-reach enterprises 
on the ground. While more than 90% of the 
survey respondents believe that climate and the 
environment are important,22 and are acting on 
that belief in a variety of tangible, measurable 
ways through their business practices, relatively 

few have access to or can afford the measurement, 
monitoring and certification processes that would 
quantify and verify their climate and development 
impacts in line with international standards and 
expectations. 

Both these survey findings and what we’re seeing 
on ground level converge to signal that the impact 
is there. We believe more research is required, 
and that women agribusiness leaders should be 
represented in processes to develop measurement 
and reporting standards that are more inclusive, 
accessible and relevant to the sector across 
different geographical contexts. We invite capital 
providers to consider what impact really means, 
how it is defined and measured, by whom and in 
what context.

Climate-smart and sustainable activities

Produces/distributes organically grown products 57%

55%Reduces land degradation and/or restores degraded land, soil health and 
biodiversity (e.g. agroforestry, agro-ecology, regenerative agriculture)

48%Reduces food, industrial, or chemical waste and/or  
pollution (e.g. by repurposing or recycling)

44%Reduces water consumption and/or wastage

43%Provides nutritious, sustainable food to local or disadvantaged 
communities

43%Produces/provides sustainable inputs, 
infrstructure or sustainability training

40%
Takes measures to reduce the impact of climate-related extreme events 
(e.g. predicts or protects against droughts, storms, flooding)

40%Uses traditional or Indigenous methods to sustainable manage resources

35%
Conserves, restores or sustainably manages natural ecosystems  
(e.g. forests, mountains, drylands, wetlands, rivers, aquifers or lakes)

33%Minimises emissions and/or uses renewable energy 
in production/processing/distribution

22%
Maintains the genetic diversity of wild or culivated seeds, plants or 
animals (e.g. seed banks, reducing the impact of invasive species)

7%Other

2%None of the above
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1.4. Resilience and innovation against the odds
Bupe, Sarah and Vaezi’s commitment to impact is 
rooted in the inspiration that led to the founding 
of their businesses – and the challenges they have 
faced and overcome. These are not startups or 
micro-enterprises, but established businesses 
which have grown their operations and markets 
over years. 

A clear common thread is how these leaders, 
and countless other women like them, embed 
gender inclusion and sustainability at the heart of 
their businesses’ purpose. They have developed 
innovative solutions to rise above systemic 
challenges, sustaining their enterprises and impact 
through determination, problem solving, and 
collaborative leadership. 

Despite competition from larger commercial 
enterprises with greater access to capital, these 
women-led agribusiness continue to thrive against 
the odds, with limited resources, feeding their 
communities with nutritious, quality produce while 
regenerating depleted soil.

When Vaezi faced economic shocks caused by 
power issues across Zambia in 2019 and COVID-19 
the following year, she persevered; mobilising 
funds through grants and continuing to build 
relationships with investors. Recognising the 
challenges women face accessing land, capital and 
productive inputs, Sarah founded a cooperative 
to provide access to land and seeds, using the 
returns to build and maintain a large seedbank. 
When Bupe noticed a deterioration in soil quality 
related to climate change and land degradation, she 
implemented innovative, sustainable techniques 
including nitrate-fixing crops, rotation and 
integrated farming to improve soil fertility and 
ensure the highest quality of fruit.   

Solar panels providing 
renewable energy for 
KGML operations
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Despite unsupportive policy environments that 
reward the environmentally destructive practices 
of competing companies, for example by subsidising 
chemical inputs but providing no incentives for 
organic production, Bupe, Sarah and Vaezi continue 
to uphold their uncompromised belief in and drive 
to scale their enterprises’ positive impact. 

These entrepreneurs, and many others engaged 
in our research, have faced financing challenges 
related to the unsuitability of available financial 
products, including high interest rates and 
repayment terms on loans, short-term and 
conditional grant financing, or equity investors 
looking to take majority ownership and 
compromise business models and impact. Yet 
they have found ways to finance and sustain their 
businesses, often through savings or support from 
families and communities.  

Matching women-led agribusinesses with the right 
partners and type of finance, as well as supporting 
their engagement with international and local 
capital providers will be transformational for their 
businesses and for the many women with them on 
their journeys. Beyond this, ecosystem-wide action 
is critical to level the playing field. Decision makers 
in policy, climate and development must work 
within their spheres of influence and collaborate 
to create the enabling conditions for women-led 
agribusinesses to grow while scaling their positive 
climate and gender impacts.

The Rallying Cry is positioned to provide this 
support and catalyse change. 

We invite capital providers and decision makers 
to join this journey alongside our growing network 
of African women business leaders, to co-design 
what good looks like for people and planet. 
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Left: Sarah Ngwenya and co-workers 
fulfilling orders at KGML

Top, right: Susan Manda Zulu  
on her farm

Bottom, right: An employee  
on Bupe’s farm
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2. Unlocking opportunities  
for shifting capital

“Now that Farm to Feed is a 
full fledged social enterprise, 
we are looking for equity 
investment and grants to 
build Africa’s first online 
marketplace for imperfect 
and surplus produce. This is 
designed for triple impact: to 
support farmers, to combat 
food waste and to reduce 
emissions. While debt is an 
option, it depends on the 
relationship. As an aggregator 
of surplus produce, we have 
received calls from other 
organisations who wanted to 
buy from us. Our team tries 
to think of self-sustaining 
solutions and we have tried 
different business models.”
CLAIRE VAN ENK, FARM TO FEED

This chapter explores opportunities to shape an 
inclusive financial ecosystem in which the full 
potential for growth, long-term investment and 
positive environmental and social impact are 
realised. It shares a set of actions to accelerate 
transformation, and showcases examples of 
innovative financial vehicles targeting the nexus of 
gender, climate and agribusiness in Africa. 

https://www.farmtofeedkenya.com/
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2.1. Bridging the gap
Over 90% of the climate and gender smart agribusiness reached 
in our enterprise survey want to grow and scale their business 
operations,23 while more than 80% are actively seeking access to 
finance.24 At the same time, many of the entrepreneurs we have 
engaged have reservations about the traditional forms of capital 
available to them. Of the enterprises surveyed by The Rallying Cry 
in 2021-22:

> 85% are 
interested 
in grants

While grants are the preferred 
form of capital, limited funding 
cycles, conditionality, high reporting 
burdens and onerous application 
processes are barriers to entry. Some 
women leaders acknowledged the 
challenge of sustained growth and 
impact from one-off targeted grants 
without access to additional working 
capital.

> 50% are 
interested 
in equity

Many women-led enterprises are 
too small to attract equity investors, 
and even those that could articulated 
discomfort with external parties 
influencing their businesses, 
especially international investors 
who lack local knowledge, language, 
context, and familiarity with relevant 
government authorities.

< 33% are 
interested 
in debt

The high interest rates and 
demanding repayment terms of 
many commercial banks create fear 
that women entrepreneurs stand 
to lose their businesses, homes and 
livelihoods if factors beyond their 
control (e.g. extreme weather events 
or a global pandemic) temporarily 
limit their ability to generate revenue 
and repay debt. 

Another concern shared was that a lack of collateral (often 
due to the tenure systems in many African countries that do 
not allow women to own land or property) can translate into 
unfavourable terms for debt or equity. For some enterprises, it is 
the combination of many factors that make it challenging to find 
the right capital and capital providers.

“We have accessed 
microfinance money 
and bank loans, but 
hidden charges and 
interest mean we pay 
back more than we 
borrowed. We also tried 
to sell some shares, but 
we feel obligated to 
give the profits to the 
women who have made 
the company what it is. 
We found a potential 
investor who wanted 
us to switch to grain 
hybrids with fertilisers, 
but we want to preserve 
our land’s original 
vegetation and soil, and 
we don’t want to cut 
down trees.”

SARAH NGWENYA, KALOMO 
GRAIN MARKETING LIMITED 
(KGML)
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Through our ongoing engagement with investors 
we know there is demand for high-impact 
investments in climate and gender, but frequently 
hear about challenges in sourcing the kinds of 
investable opportunities that meet their strategic 
priorities and criteria.

This misalignment relates to institutionalised 
financial priorities, which include:

  “Traditional” financing vehicles with ticket 
sizes of over USD 5 million - 3 billion or 
large volume targets;

  Fewer large portfolio companies to evade 
transaction costs associated with due 
diligence and portfolio management of 
multiple enterprises with low ticket sizes; 

  Strong business model with stable revenue 
and promising revenue projections;

  High rates of return on investment (ROI) 
and value add products/services combined 
with low financial risk;

  Data and reporting on compliance with ESG 
criteria, including low human rights risk and 
reputational risk;

  Specific accounting and financial reporting  
processes;

  Suitability for existing financial products, 
with preference for debt and equity; and 

  Existing assets and collateral.

The lack of flexibility in these priorities and 
processes means that women-led climate smart 
agribusinesses are often excluded from accessing 
the capital they require to grow and scale. 

These barriers are also rooted in mindsets 
and ideological narratives. Short-term return 
on investment and low transaction costs are 
prioritised, women entrepreneurs are perceived as 
higher risk than their male counterparts, and there 
is divergence between definitions (for example 
around business categorisation or commercial 
viability). Diverse fund managers, who tend to 
encourage investments towards underrepresented 
groups and diverse businesses, experience 
institutional biases and are often underrepresented 
in both international and local contexts.25

While innovative approaches are emerging to 
diversify risk - such as blended finance mechanisms, 
or revenue-based models - initiating them is 
paradoxically seen as too high risk. This creates 
a stagnant circle, with investors unwilling to 
shift capital to local capital providers until they 
have proved the business case, and local capital 
providers unable to prove their models work 
without the capital to pilot them and gather the 
necessary data.

A Rallying Cry 
climate workshop 
with women business 
leaders in Zambia
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The shift from purely returns-focused towards 
more impact-driven investing holds promise, 
but increasing standardisation and the need for 
accountability requires rigorous reporting and 
verification processes. For gender smart finance, 
evidence of 2X qualifying criteria and associated 
impact is expected. To qualify as climate finance, 
investments are expected to demonstrate:

  Paris alignment, based on an accepted 
methodology (see the 2X Green Toolkit); 

  Evidence of substantial contribution to 
Mitigation or Adaptation, for example 
through carbon accounting and disclosures; 
and

  Low physical climate risk and transition risk 
(in line with TCFD guidance).

As the previous chapter highlighted, these 
impact reporting frameworks can be onerous or 
inaccessible to women business leaders without 
access to specific technical knowledge and 
resources. Technical Assistance (TA) can help 
businesses meet investment priorities and impact 
criteria, however it is often separate and siloed 
from monetary finance, while often having high 
conditionality and reporting requirements, and a 
priority focus on quantitative impact metrics.

In spite of these challenges, the financial ecosystem 
is gradually becoming more supportive of 
women entrepreneurs on the African continent. 
Suitable financial products are emerging along 
with targeted Technical Assistance, all within an 
increasingly collaborative landscape in which good 
practice circulates and grows.
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Targeted initiatives are building the case for 
and capacity in gender and climate investing:

The GenderSmart Gender & Climate Working Group brings together more 
than 130 investment pioneers from family offices to institutional investors 
globally to unlock the commercial and impact potential of integrating the 
gender and climate investment agendas. The group applies an intersectional 
lens by engaging with and integrating the voices of the gender justice 
community. GenderSmart has an online library which provides key capacity 
building tools and resources on gender and climate smart investing, including 
guidance for integrating into strategy and applying in practice. Through year-
round engagement and programming, the group highlights success stories of  
initiatives and investments at the nexus of gender and climate.

2X Green is a community of practice composed of development finance 
institutions and experts, working to leverage the power of 2X Gender-
Smart investments for climate action by building awareness and capacity 
in the field.  The 2X Green community aims to support DFIs, multilateral 
development banks, fund managers and other financial institutions in 
implementing gender-responsive climate investments in line with the 2X 
criteria, climate finance eligibility criteria, and other impact frameworks. It 
collaborates strategically with the GenderSmart Gender & Climate Working 
Group, and is leading the development of good practice guidance with its 
Gender-Smart Climate Finance Guide and Investment Toolkit, supported 
by a series of guidance notes and case studies. These resources provide 
investors with comprehensive guidance for identifying gender-smart climate 
finance opportunities and mitigating risks - throughout the investment 
process, and across a range of sectors and geographies. 

https://www.2xcollaborative.org/ii-introduction
https://www.fsb-tcfd.org/recommendations/
https://www.gendersmartinvesting.com/climate-gender-working-group-about#gender-and-climate-report
https://www.gendersmartinvesting.com/gender-smart-resources
https://www.2xcollaborative.org/toolkit
https://www.2xcollaborative.org/2x-green-toolkit
https://www.2xcollaborative.org/2x-green-toolkit
https://www.2xcollaborative.org/climate-overview
https://www.2xcollaborative.org/climate-overview
https://www.2xcollaborative.org/themes-or-sectors
https://www.2xcollaborative.org/themes-or-sectors
https://www.2xcollaborative.org/iv-examples
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2.2. Unlocking investment in African women-led enterprises

  Rethink the structure of traditional financial products and services, 
or design new, more flexible and tailored financing instruments, to 
ensure they are better suited to meet the needs of the enterprises, and 
increase appetite and uptake from African women entrepreneurs. 

 For debt financing, this structuring might include, for example:

           Flexible repayment terms for debt-based finance that allow   
 for fluctuating revenue flows in relation to harvest cycles;   
 shifting or unpredictable seasonality exacerbated by climate  
 change; supply chain disruption or economic instability.

           Acceptance of moveable assets as collateral for loans, or  
 other risk-sharing, first-loss coverage guarantee mechanisms.

           Variable interest rates to align with enterprise and  
 revenue growth.

  Develop a more flexible set of investment criteria around enterprise 
characteristics, in particular around minimum ticket sizes, to open 
the door to more investable opportunities and impactful deals, while 
improving women entrepreneurs’ access to capital.

  Re-configure requirements to mitigate financial risk in equity or 
debt-based finance (such as around existing collateral requirements, 
projected RoI, interest rates, or repayment schedules) to open up 
opportunities to diversify risk, such as with innovative blended 
financing instruments, or development / green / gender focused bonds. 

To address the financing gaps identified and shift capital to 
enable transformation, we call for capital allocators to: 

Design and 
deploy innovative 
financial 
instruments:

Mukumbi Kyalusanza of The Rallying 
Cry team delivers a climate workshop 
to women business leaders in Zambia
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Promote a holistic 
approach to 
capacity building 
and growth:

  Deliver Technical Assistance (TA) or non-financial services (NFS) 
alongside capital by integrating TA or NFS in deal structuring or 
partnering with targeted initiatives or local TA providers. This 
can rapidly build capacity to scale business and grow revenue and 
profitability, mitigating risks while supporting return on investment 
and evidence of positive impact. Providing access to sustainability 
certification or technical support can align reporting criteria and 
processes and generate mutual benefits and impact.

  Bring a value chain approach to equip businesses with the capacity to 
expand to new markets and secure larger contracts. This could include 
looking for opportunities for portfolio companies to become suppliers 
or buyers of other investees, strengthening both those investments and 
value chain resilience.

  Channel finance to local capital providers and other financial 
intermediaries who are: (1) designing and implementing financial 
instruments tailored to the African agricultural context; (2) aligned 
with the characteristics and needs of women-led enterprises; and (3) 
focused on maximising impact for climate, gender and/or sustainable 
development. Investing in new funds and innovative pilots could provide 
crucial data on impact and commercial viability for the creation and 
rollout of new financing mechanisms.

Develop inclusive 
reporting 
processes: 

  Consider accessibility and inclusivity in the design of financial and 
impact reporting frameworks, to ensure they do not automatically 
exclude enterprises that haven’t yet built reporting capacity for those 
frameworks or use different accounting methodologies.

  Streamline due diligence processes by building internal capacity, 
improving systems, or partnering with other organisations - for 
example, using the Equilo 2X platform to access centralised data 
from enterprises - can reduce the transaction costs associated with 
conducting due diligence assessments on multiple smaller deals.

  While some of these actions can be taken independently, they are 
complementary; taking multiple steps in parallel offers a systemic 
approach to accelerate the necessary shifts in capital and level the 
playing field. 

22

https://www.equilo.io/2x-assess
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  2.3. Innovative financing: examples of emerging good practice

Our investor mapping and stakeholder engagement identified a number 
of existing and forthcoming vehicles and funds with a gender and/or 
climate lens suited to the agriculture sector in Africa, and particularly 
Zambia. We highlight a few exciting examples of innovative approaches 
where The Rallying Cry is engaging, which provide early insight as to 
what could unlock capital for women-led climate smart agribusinesses. 

Founded in 2020, the Empress Fund is an investment fund which offers tailor-made 
financial solutions to high-potential, early-stage women-led companies operating in 
the agriculture, clean energy and climate ecosystem in Eastern and Southern Africa. The 
Empress Fund’s suite of new gender and climate-responsive financial instruments include:

Direct Debt: Empress Fund 

While investing in entrepreneurs, the Fund aims to test the extent these new financial 
instruments can support the scale of the businesses and enable a more gender-
equitable ecosystem. The Empress Fund is enabling a range of impacts for climate and 
gender through the women-led enterprises in its portfolio – which are providing decent 
jobs and training for women; and supporting climate mitigation and adaptation, for 
example through water management; infrastructure to reduce food waste, access to 
clean energy to support farming and scaling up sustainable farming practices.

The Rallying Cry and The Empress Fund are aligned and collaborating on a number of 
fronts, including with introductions to women business leaders, and we are excited to see 
results from these early tests. The Fund’s approach of meeting enterprises where they 
are could unlock vast potential. 

  Convertible Revenue-Based 
Financing which allows flexibility 
in paying back investors, taking 
seasonality into consideration for 
a long-term path to ownership. 
This addresses entrepreneurs’ 
concerns around risk to assets and 
livelihoods, while investors taking 
equity-like risk have a clear exit 
and can benefit if the investee gets 
additional funding.  

  Opportunity-Based Financing  
is a revenue-based non-asset 
backed instrument for businesses 
that present a clear opportunity 
for catalytic growth and impact. 
Less rigorous due diligence makes 
smaller ticket sizes cost effective 
for investors.

  Incentive-Based Financing consists 
of variable repayments based on 
revenue and key milestones, with 
an incentive for early settlement. 
It has less rigorous due diligence 
and enterprises can pay slowly or 
quickly according to their varying 
needs.

  The Drawdown Account offers a 
similar structure to an overdraft, 
but allows the entrepreneurs to 
use only what they need to provide 
working capital for enterprise 
operations and growth, while only 
paying fees on what they have 
used.

https://empress.fund/
https://empress.fund/#portfolio
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Blended Finance Facility: Afrishela Fund I

The Graca Machel Trust is building a 
Pan-African gender- and climate-focused 
impact investment vehicle known as 
Afrishela Fund I. The investment vehicle 
will seek to facilitate the flow of capital 
to women-led enterprises with gender 
and climate aligned solutions to create 
a positive impact for women.  It is an 
initiative that is designed by African 
women for African women.

Afrishela will respond to a missed 
opportunity by providing financing to the 
missing middle: ranging from $20K-$500K 
, those “often classified as too big or 
unsuitable for microfinance, too risky for 
banks and too small for private equity”.  
The fund will apply a climate lens to their 
2X aligned gender lens in screening and 
selection, and will prioritise sectors where 

climate adaptation needs are high, like 
Agriculture, Energy and Manufacturing, to 
increase women’s participation as change 
agents playing a front and centre role in 
climate resilience and adaptation whilst 
accessing economic opportunities. 

Access to gender-smart climate adaptation 
financing will support growth and 
sustainability along with the resultant 
increases in income, impacting women as 
employees, entrepreneurs and consumers 
and further enhancing their capacity 
to contribute to climate adaptation. To 
support future success of businesses, they 
will provide gendered and climate aligned 
post-investment technical assistance 
through coaching and sector specific 
support, to ensure both gender and climate 
adaptation outcomes are realised.

Intermediated Capital: Nyala Venture Facility 

Nyala Venture is a catalytic facility with 
a mission to increase access to capital for 
Small and Growing Businesses (SGBs) 
in Africa by supporting Local Capital 
Providers (LCPs) with a priority for 
Gender-Lens investing. Nyala Venture 
focuses on innovative structures, which 
emerged from local ecosystems targeting 
SGBs which are often female-led and/or 
owned.

LCPs that will be financed by Nyala 
Venture excel at deal sourcing, know the 
distinct financing and capacity needs of 
SGBs, and develop innovative financing 
solutions to meet those needs. In turn, 
Nyala Venture’s financial solutions offered 

to the LCPs are flexible, fast and demand-
led (debt, equity or mezzanine depending 
on the need). Rather than waiting for 
others to fund the piloting of novel 
instruments, Nyala provides initial capital 
and targeted support to LCPs (including 
TA) to increase access to capital, grow 
their portfolio, prove their models, and 
reach impact at scale. 

Nyala’s financial products are designed to 
be accessible for LCPs, with reasonable 
pricing, flexible repayment mechanisms 
where needed, and efficient approval, due 
diligence and reporting processes. LCPs 
and/or their portfolio SGBs are expected to 
meet at least one of the 2X criteria.

The Rallying Cry supports the Afrishela team and approach; the Fund’s products will be a 
welcome addition to the potential pool of gender- and climate-focused capital available 
for the types of women business leaders we are preparing to absorb capital.
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https://gracamacheltrust.org/gender-lens-investment-fund-2/
https://www.nyalaventure.com/
https://www.nyalaventure.com/
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The Rallying Cry sees the emergence of these types 
of gender-focused “fund of funds” as an important 
addition to support further ecosystem growth of 
local capital providers across the African continent 
and the development of right-sized, fit for purpose 
capital solutions for the types of women business 
leaders and enterprises for which we seek capital. 

Beyond local capital providers such as The 
Empress Fund or Afrishela Fund I, The Rallying Cry 
sees engagement with local commercial banks 
as an important ecosystem element to channel 
finance to women-led agribusiness SMEs at scale. 
Zambia National Commercial Bank (Zanaco) has, 
for example, recently launched a collateral free loan 
for women in business with concessional interest 
rates. Given its status as the largest indigenous 
Zambian bank with a focus on agribusiness and 
strong agenda on green economy growth, they are 
a strong fit for the work of The Rallying Cry as we 
build our collaborative partnership. 

The work of blended finance facility Aceli Africa, 
providing first loss coverage and impact incentives 
to local commercial banks in combination with 
TA to agribusiness SMEs, provides a further 
opportunity to drive more capital at scale into the 
hands of women-led climate smart agribusinesses. 
Shared Interest provides guarantees for small and 
growing businesses (SGBs) in Southern African with 
a priority focus which includes agribusiness, gender 
and climate change. These are two examples out of 
a growing number of emerging and much-needed 
approaches to unlock capital at the intersection of 
gender, climate and agribusiness in Africa.

The facilities highlighted above have each been 
designed to address gaps and barriers faced by 
both capital providers and women-led African 
enterprises, and hold the potential to catalyse 
investment and scale impact. The Rallying Cry 
is engaging with each of them in different ways, 
including by connecting them to women business 
leaders in our network. Although in their early 
stages, they offer blueprints for other capital 
allocators to draw from, and an opportunity to test 
different approaches based on a model of inclusive 
growth and impact. 

Women 
picking organic 
strawberries at 
Bupe’s farm
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https://www.zanaco.co.zm/index.php
https://aceliafrica.org/
https://www.sharedinterest.org/
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Conclusion

“The Rallying Cry is not just a project. It is someone 
who understands where you are and your needs, 
who holds your hand along that journey.”
AWUOR DOROTHY OTIENO, NYALORE IMPACT

As the world invests time, energy and capital into 
reimagining paths to a secure and resilient future, 
this report should serve as a crucial reminder: we 
can learn from and scale the solutions, leadership 
and mindsets that already exist. 

Women business leaders in Africa are embracing 
visions of success and value rooted in impact, and 
returns. They are leading the way in finding new, 
effective pathways to climate adaptation and 
resilience. They are sharing their skills to uplift 
communities and other women, setting an example 
of collaborative growth which some corporations 
only dream of, and others haven’t yet envisioned.

Capital providers have a vital role to play in bridging 
the finance gaps faced by African women-led 
agribusinesses, to unleash their potential and drive 
change at the scale and pace needed. Innovative 
financial instruments, holistic approaches to 
capacity building and growth, and inclusive 
reporting frameworks offer avenues for targeted 
action, and the insights and emerging examples of 
good practice featured in this report can serve as 
crucial guidance. 

Collaborative action and inclusive, collective 
leadership across the ecosystem will be key to 
unlocking these untapped opportunities for growth 
and impact. The Rallying Cry invites international 
and local capital providers, and the wider climate 
and development communities, to join women-led 
agribusinesses of Africa in the journey to accelerate 
the transformation needed to secure the future of 
our food system, people and planet.

Recognising and celebrating African women 
business leaders requires more than a shift in 
capital. Women’s voices must be met with both 
capital and a sincere recognition of their value as 
leaders. To tackle planetary challenges and truly 
transform systems, it is time to embrace, learn from 
and invest in these remarkable women. Today. 

African women have shared their stories and 
teachings across generations, and will continue 
to do so. Now, it’s time for the rest of the world to 
listen and act.

This is our planet and our legacy. The time is now. 

THE RALLYING CRYTHE RALLYING CRY::  Accelerate Transformation
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The Rallying Cry was conceived with Jorim 
Schraven, founded by Carey Bohjanen and 
launched in late 2020 as a celebration of female 
leadership, shared values and collective wisdom 
with co-initiators Tamsin Jones, Khetsiwe Dlamini 
and Sophie Lambin. 

At the heart of our work and vision are an 
incredible group of trailblazing women business 
leaders across Africa who bring their voices, 
insights and lived experiences. For this report, we 
shine a spotlight on Bupe Chipili Mulapesi, Sarah 
Ngwenya, and Vaezi Chima, and amplify the voices 
of Awuor Dorothy Otieno, Prudence Muchinouta, 
and Claire Van Enk.

This phase of activities could not have been 
delivered without the commitment, heart and 
intellectual rigour of the following team members 
of The Rallying Cry: Liz Mwangi, AnnRita Njiru, 
Sanelisiwe Manana, and Linda Sewe. We deeply 
appreciate the support, sisterhood and partnership 
of Khetsiwe Dlamini (Triple C Advisory), Chintal 
Barot (CoSustain) and Sophie Lambin (Kite 
Insights). 

Yasmin Paul, of our research partner Kite Insights, 
led the development of this report, with analysis 
from Anusha Raghav and editorial input from 
Imogen Davidson. It was produced in close 
collaboration with Carey Bohjanen, The Rallying 
Cry team and Special Advisors.

We thank FMO and Building Prospects (with 
support from the Dutch Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs) for their continued commitment, vision 
and ambition in partnering with us for this journey 
- especially Jorim Schraven, Carolina Benavides-
Piaggio, Andrew Shaw, and Floor van Oppen.

We are grateful for the continued radical 
generosity of our Special Advisor Group; their 
support is deeply valued and they have been the 
sparring partners, spiritual guides and sense checks 
we have needed. 

With thanks to Kalichi Pictures for the wonderful 
photographs of Bupe and her team at Farm23 
Strawberry, Sarah and her work at KGML, and The 
Rallying Cry climate workshop in Zambia, which are 
featured throughout this report. Thank you also to 
Pixels & Pulp for their inimitable design work.

We are united in our celebration of 
the power and wisdom of African 
women who are the backbone of their 
economies and societies.
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Our planet. Our legacy. 
The time is now.
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